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Abstract 
We have proved in previous work that, for any pair of different integers m > n > 2 (respectively 
m > n 3 2) which are not coprime, a hyperbolic (respectively 27r/n-hyperbolic) knot is determined 
by its m-fold and n-fold cyclic branched coverings; also, if TL is not a power of two, there exist 
at most two hyperbolic or 2x/n-hyperbolic knots with the same n-fold cyclic branched covering. 
In the present paper, for any pair of coprime integers m. n. > 2, we construct he first examples 
of different hyperbolic knots having the same m-fold and also the same ?z-fold cyclic branched 
coverings; in fact there exist infinitely many different pairs of such knots. We construct also 
infinitely many triples of different z-hyperbolic knots such that the three knots of each triple have 
the same 2-fold branched covering; these coverings form an infinite series of hyperbolic homology 
3-spheres tarting from the spherical PoincarC homology 3-sphere. The question remains open how 
many different 7r-hyperbolic knots can have the same 2-fold branched covering (there are arbitrarily 
many hyperbolic knots with this property). 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Hyperbolic knot and 3-manifold; Cyclic branched covering 
AMS classiJcation: 57M12; 57M25: 57M.50 
1. Introduction 
There is an extensive literature concerning the construction of different knots in the 3- 
sphere with the same n-fold cyclic branched covering (a closed orientable 3-manifold; see 
[9] or [20] for basic definitions about knots). For example, due to a change of orientation 
of a noninvertible summand, different composite knots can have the same n-fold cyclic 
branched covering for any n 3 2 [24]. On the other hand it is known that, for large 
values of 12, a prime knot is determined by its n-fold cyclic branched covering [ 131. 
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In [25] the analogous result is shown for hyperbolic respectively 2x/n-hyperbolic links 
(see Section 2) if n does not divide the order of the finite symmetry or isometry group of 
the link. There is no universal constant here, however: given any n there exist different 
prime (and also hyperbolic) knots with the same n-fold cyclic branched covering, see 
[11,15,17,21] for the construction of such knots. This leads naturally to the problem of 
how many cyclic branched coverings are sufficient to determine a prime knot. It is shown 
in [3] that a noninvertible n-hyperbolic knot is determined by its 2-fold and 4-fold cyclic 
branched coverings. More generally, the following is proved in [26]. 
Theorem 1. For any pair of difSerent integers m > n > 2 (respectively m > n 3 2) 
which are not coprime, a hyperbolic (respectively 27r/n-hyperbolic) knot is determined 
by its m-fold and n-fold cyclic branched coverings. 
The first result of the present paper is now the following: 
Theorem 2. For any pair of coprime integers m, n > 2 there exist two different hy- 
perbolic knots which have the same m-fold and also the same n-fold cyclic branched 
coverings; in fact there exist infinitely many such pairs of knots. 
Our construction seems to give the first examples in the literature of prime knots having 
this property. Recall that a knot or link K in the 3-sphere is hyperbolic if its complement 
S3 - K admits a complete hyperbolic structure (Riemannian metric of constant negative 
curvature) of finite volume; such a knot or link is always prime. 
We have also the following: 
Theorem 3. Let m > n > 2 (respectively m > n > 2) be coprime integers and K a 
hyperbolic (respectively 27r/n-hyperbolic) knot. Suppose that K has no (fixed point) free 
symmetry of order mn and, if n = 2, that K is noninvertible. Then K is determined by 
its m-fold and n-fold cyclic branched coverings. 
In Section 2, assuming the existence of a 3-component link with certain properties, 
we construct the examples of Theorem 2; in fact it can be shown using the methods in 
[26] that the present method is the only way to construct such examples. In Section 3 
we describe a general method how to construct 3-component links with the required 
properties. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 3. 
In Section 5 we consider a class of rr-hyperbolic knots and their 2-fold branched 
coverings. It is shown in [26, Theorem 21 that, if n is not a power of two, there exist 
at most two different hyperbolic or 2rr/n-hyperbolic knots with the same n-fold cyclic 
branched covering (in particular it follows that there are at most two different hyperbolic 
knots with the property in Theorem 2). On the other hand, it is well known that there 
exist arbitrarily many hyperbolic knots with the same 2-fold branched covering, for 
example Montesinos knots (which are not rr-hyperbolic), see, e.g., the introduction of 
[26]. Concerning rr-hyperbolic knots, in Section 5 we prove the following: 
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Theorem 4. There exist infinitely many different triples of different n-hyperbolic knots 
such that the three knots of any triple have the same 2-fold branched covering which is 
a hyperbolic homology 3-sphere. 
These homology 3-spheres can be considered as generalizations of the Poincare ho- 
mology 3-sphere which is obtained as a special case of the construction belonging to the 
spherical geometry. 
The following question remains open: how many different 7r-hyperbolic knots can have 
the same 2-fold branched covering? 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
We will assume in this 
Property 5. 
section the existence of a link L with the following property: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
The link L = X0 U Ya U 20 is hyperbolic and its components X0, YO and 20 are 
trivial (unknotted). 
Any two components of L constitute a Hopf link (see Fig. l(a); so schematically 
the link is as the (nonhyperbolic) link in Fig. l(b)). 
The link L has a symmetry inducing a cyclic permutation of order three of its 
components; it has no symmetries exchanging two of its components mapping 
the third one to itself. 
We will use the fact that a hyperbolic link is also 2x/n-hyperbolic, for most values of 
n, so we will start with some general remarks about the relations between these classes 
of links. 
For an integer n 2 2, a link L is 2r/n-hyperbolic if the 3-sphere admits a hyperbolic 
metric which becomes singular, with an angle of 27r/n, around the components of the 
link. If we denote by O,(L) the 3-orbifold whose underlying topological space is the 
3-sphere and whose singular set, of branching index n, is the linki another way of saying 
this is that c?,,(L) is a hyperbolic 3-orbifold (see [22] for the theory of orbifolds). 
For n 3 4 and with a single exception for n = 3, the class of 27r/n-hyperbolic links 
coincides with the class of hyperbolic links (also, each 7r-hyperbolic link is hyperbolic 
(4 
Fig. 1. 
@I 
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Fig. 2. 
but not vice versa; see [4] for the relation between these classes of links). Let L be a 
hyperbolic link. By Thurston’s hyperbolic surgery theorem [22,2], L is 2rr/n-hyperbolic 
for large values of n. Moreover, by Thurston’s orbifold geometrization theorem [23], 
for n 3 3 the orbifold 0 is geometric because it contains no incompressible euclidean 
2-suborbifolds; then, by Dunbar’s list of geometric nonhyperbolic 3-orbifolds with un- 
derlying topological space the 3-sphere [lo], n 3 4 will suffice, and for n = 3 the 
only exception is the figure-f&knot with a euclidean orbifold structure. In general, for an 
explicitly given link L the hyperbolicity and 2rr/n-hyperbolicity of L can be checked by 
direct and more elementary methods, for example, by computer using Weeks’ SnapPea 
program (see [1,12]). 
Now let L be a link with Property 5; in particular L is hyperbolic and also 2rr/n and 
2rr/m-hyperbolic (because m, n > 2). The n-fold cyclic branched covering of 20 (that is 
of S3 along 20) is again the 3-sphere S3, and the preimages XI of Xa and Yi of YO form 
a 2n/n-hyperbolic link LI := X1 UY, of two trivial components which is also hyperbolic 
and 2rr/m-hyperbolic (see Fig. 2 for the tower of cyclic branched coverings we shall 
consider in the following). The linking number of Xi and Yi is equal to n. Because 
(m: n) = 1, the preimage of X1 in the m-fold cyclic branched covering of v (which 
is again the 3-sphere) is connected, that is a knot X in S3 which is 2n-/m-hyperbolic. 
Similarly, the preimage of Yi in the m-fold cyclic branched covering of X1 is a 2n/m- 
hyperbolic knot Y in S3. Now X and Y have the same m-fold cyclic branched covering 
(a hyperbolic 3-manifold) which is the (Z, x &)-fold branched covering of the link 
Ll. 
By [26, Theorem 11, the knots X and Y are different if the link LI is not sym- 
metric in Xi and Yl that is if there exists no homeomorphism of S3 interchanging Xi 
and Yi. Suppose there exists a homeomorphism f of S3 such that f(Xi) = Yl and 
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f(K) = XI. A s an application of Mostow’s rigidity theorem, we can assume that .f 
is an isometry of the hyperbolic 3-orbifold O,(L,); any such isometry has finite or- 
der. The covering group C ” Z, of Zn acts also by isometries on G’,(Lt ), with fixed 
point set the preimage Zr of Z,. A generator y of C induces a rotation of order n 
on X1 and also on Yt. Then also frf-’ acts as a rotation of order n on X1 and 
Y, , therefore frf- ’ and some primitive power of y differ by an isometry of (3,, (Lt ) 
fixing XI and mapping Yr to itself. Such an isometry, of finite order, lifts to the n- 
fold branched covering of YI fixing the nontrivial knot X, therefore by the positive 
solution of the Smith conjecture it has to be trivial [16]. It follows that f normalizes 
the covering group C and thus projects to an isometry of O,,(L) interchanging Xn 
and YO which is excluded by Property 5. So we proved that X and Y are different 
knots. 
It remains to show that X and Y have also the same n-fold cyclic branched covering. 
Let X2, Y, and 22 (respectively X3, Ys and 2s) be the preimages of X0, Yn and Za 
in the m-fold cyclic branched covering S3 of Yo (respectively X0). By Property 5 there 
exists a homeomorphism of S3 mapping Yo to X0, Xn to Zn and Zo to Yo. This lifts 
to a homeomorphism of m-fold cyclic branched coverings mapping Y2 to X3, XZ to 23 
and Z2 to Ys; in particular, the links X2 U 22 and Zs U Ys are equivalent (homeomor- 
phic). 
The knot X is the preimage of X2 in the n-fold cyclic branched covering of Zz which 
is equal to the (Z, x Z,)-fold branched covering of the link Yo U Zn. Similarly, the knot 
Y is the preimage of Ys in the n-fold cyclic branched covering of 2s which is equal to 
the (Z,, x &)-fold branched covering of the link Xa U ZO. We consider A := X2 = 23 
as the same knot, and also B := 22 = Yj. Now X is the preimage of A in the n-fold 
cyclic branched covering of B, and Y is the preimage of B in the n-fold cyclic branched 
covering of A. Then the n-fold cyclic branched coverings of X and Y coincide, being 
equal to the (& x &)-fold branched covering of the 2-component link A U B. 
In the next section we will show how to construct infinitely many different links L with 
Property 5. The knot X in the above construction is hyperbolic; looking at the induced 
action on the knot and using the positive solution of the Smith conjecture, its orientation 
preserving isometry group is cyclic or dihedral, and the reflections in the dihedral case 
act as strong inversions on the knot. It follows that there is a unique group of cyclic 
isometries of any given order which are not strong inversions, and consequently the knot 
X determines the link L1 = Xl U Yt By a similar argument as above, the link L, has a 
unique cyclic symmetry of order n mapping both components to itself, and the axis of 
this symmetry is Z1. Therefore X determines also the link L = X u Y u Z and we get 
infinitely many different pairs X and Y. 
3. Construction of links with Property 5 
We consider the generalized tangle T^ = (s3, 2) in Fig. 3. The underlying topological 
space s’ of ? is the 3-sphere from which six disjoint open 3-balls have been removed. 
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Fig. 3. 
The boundaries of the 3-balls are the 2-spheres Si and S,!, i = 1,2,3, which are connected 
by strings, and 2 denotes the union of these strings. 
Filling in rational tangles along the boundary 2-spheres of T^ we get a Montesinos 
link (see [9]). The 2-fold cyclic branched covering of a Montesinos link is a Seifert 
fiber space, and also the 2-fold cyclic branched covering of S3 along 2 is Seifert fibered 
and has nonempty boundary consisting of six tori. In particular 9 = ( g3, 2) is a Seifert 
fibered 3-orbifold (fibered by circles and intervals). It follows from the classification 
of Montesinos links that any homeomorphism of the generalized tangle T preserves or 
reverses the cyclic order Sr , 5’; , SZ, Si, Ss, Si of the six 2-spheres in Fig. 3 (because a 
Montesinos link determines the cyclic order of its defining rational tangles, see, e.g., [9] 
or [51). 
In the following, instead of rational tangles we will fill in 7r-hyperbolic tangles. A tangle 
T = (B3, LO) consists of the closed 3-ball B3 and two disjoint embedded strings LO 
meeting the boundary of B3 in its four endpoints. It is rr-hyperbolic if its interior admits 
a complete hyperbolic structure of finite volume, becoming singular with an angle of 7r 
around La (a hyperbolic 3-orbifold with singular set Le of branching order two). Such 
7r-hyperbolic tangles can be constructed in the following way. 
Let K be a strongly invertible hyperbolic knot in S3. So there exists an axis A in 
S3 meeting the knot K in exactly two points, and an involution (Y with fixed point 
set A which maps K to itself (reversing its orientation) and is a hyperbolic isometry 
on the complement of K (see Fig. 4 for the construction in the case where K is the 
figure-8 knot). The quotient of S3/a is again the 3-sphere, the projection 2 of A is a 
trivial knot and the projection E of K is a string (segment) meeting 2 in its endpoints. 
A regular neighbourhood of x is a closed 3-ball intersecting ?ii in two strings (intervals), 
and also the complement in S3 of its interior is a 3-ball B3 intersecting 2 in two 
strings La = La(K). So we have a tangle ( B3, Lo(K)) which is clearly 7r-hyperbolic 
(projecting the hyperbolic structure of the complement of K), and the hyperbolic volume 
of the tangle is half the volume of the complement of K. Note also that closing up the 
tangle (B3, Lo(K)) by two intervals in the right way (see Fig. 4) we get a trivial knot 
(in fact, 2); this will be important in the following. 
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Fig. 4. 
Now take two rr-hyperbolic tangles T := (B3, Lo(K)) and T’ := (B3, Lo(F)) which 
are not homeomorphic or, equivalently, not isometric (for example, start with two knots 
whose complements have different volumes, see [l]). Fill in three copies of each of the 
tangles T (respectively T’) along the boundary components S, (respectively S,‘) of g3, 
i = 1,2,3. The union of 2 and the strings of the six tangles gives a link L is the 3-sphere. 
Moreover by the above we can fill in the tangles in such a way that the resulting link L 
has exactly three components each of which is a trivial knot. Also, each two of the three 
components form a Hopf link and thus L has Property 5(ii). It is also clear that there is 
a symmetry of order three of L inducing a cyclic permutation of the three components 
of L. 
The 3-orbifold O*(L) contains the six Conway spheres Si, SL which cut the orbifold 
into a 7r-hyperbolic part and a Seifert fibered (or algebraic) part. This is the characteristic 
toric splitting in [6,7]. Equivalently, the six tori which are the preimages of the Conway 
spheres in the 2-fold branched covering M of L give the torus decomposition of A4 into 
hyperbolic manifolds and Seifert fiber spaces (see [4, Theorem 4.141,). Such a 3-manifold 
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M is prime, in particular the link L is prime and unsplittable and e)z( L) is an irreducible 
3-orbifold. By [6,7] the toric splitting of Q(L) IS unique up to orbifold-isotopy, so after 
such an isotopy every homeomorphism of 02 (L) can be assumed to map the system of 
the six Conway spheres to itself. Then by the above it preserves or reverses the cyclic 
order of the six Conway spheres. As the tangles T and T’ are not homeomorphic there 
exists no homeomorphism of O*(L) or (S3, L) interchanging two of the components of 
L and mapping the third one to itself which is Property S(iii). 
It remains to show that L is hyperbolic. Applying Thurston’s manifold hyperbolization 
theorem, we will show that the complement of L contains no incompressible torus which 
is not boundary parallel. 
Suppose F is an incompressible and not boundary parallel torus in S3 - L. If F is 
compressible in the 3-orbifold c?*(L) a compressing disk (2-orbifold) intersects L in 
exactly one point; it follows that L is not prime which is a contradiction. Therefore F 
is incompressible in 02(L); such an incompressible torus can be deformed isotopically 
into the Seifert fibered part T^ = (g3, 2) of C&(L) (see [6, Lemma 71). By [19,6] any 
incompressible 2-suborbifold of a Seifert fibered 3-orbifold is isotopic to a horizontal 
(i.e., transverse to the fibration) or vertical surface (a union of fibers). In our situation 
it cannot be horizontal because ? has nonempty boundary; it can neither be vertical 
because T^ does not contain incompressible fibered tori (the base of the fibration is a 
disk whose boundary is the image of the boundary of T^ and the exceptional or interval 
fibers). Therefore the complement S3 - L contains no incompressible tori which are not 
boundary parallel. The complement of L cannot be Seifert fibered because otherwise 
also c?*(L) would be Seifert fibered or L would be of a very special type, see [8]. By 
Thurston’s hyperbolization theorem, L is hyperbolic. 
We have shown that L has the required properties. In any concretely chosen example, 
the hyperbolicity of L may be checked directly using Weeks’ SnapPea program [ 1,121 
which computes also the symmetry group of a hyperbolic link thus avoiding the above 
theoretical considerations. 
There exist infinitely many different invertible hyperbolic knots, for example 2-bridge 
knots. These are known to have Property P and thus are determined by their complements 
(or by using the general result of Gordon and Luecke that all knots are determined 
by their complements). As by [22] there are only finitely many complete hyperbolic 
3-manifolds of the same volume there exist infinitely many hyperbolic 2-bridge knots 
whose complements have different volumes, and consequently there exist infinitely many 
different links L having Property 5. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
Suppose K is not determined by its m-fold and n-fold cyclic branched coverings. The 
knot K is hyperbolic and 2n/n-hyperbolic, and its group of isometries which are not 
strong inversions is cyclic (see the end of Section 2). 
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By [26, Corollary 11, there exists an isometry Q: of order n of K whose fixed point set 
is an axis A disjoint from K; moreover the image K of K in the quotient S3/~ (which 
is again the 3-sphere) is a trivial knot. Of course the image A of A in this quotient is also 
trivial, so we have a 27r/n-hyperbolic link K U A of two trivial components. Similarly, 
we have an isometry 0 of order m of K, with an axis B disjoint from K. The isometries 
o and ~9 commute, therefore 9 projects to an isometry ,fi of x U 2. 
Suppose that o and :5’ have the same fixed point set, i.e., A = B. Then 3 fixes 2 
pointwise and maps x to itself. Now 8 lifts to the n-fold cyclic branched covering of Ii 
(the 3-sphere) such that the lift fixes the preimage A’ of 2. But A’ is a 27r/n-hyperbolic 
knot and thus nontrivial which is a contradiction to the positive solution of the Smith 
conjecture. So the fixed point sets of n: and /I are different. The fixed point set of any 
orientation preserving periodic transformation of S3 is empty or a single circle. As a 
consequence, the product (composition) a,? of Q and ~3, of order nm, has empty fixed 
point set. 
5. On a class of 7r-hyperbolic knots 
For any triple of nonzero integers i, j and k we consider the knot K1 = K(i, j, k) 
depicted in Fig. 5 where j and k denote the number of positive half twists and i the 
K(i,j,k) 
Fig. 5. 
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k 
O(i,.i,k) 
Fig. 6 
number of positive full twists of the three strings. The knot Ki is strongly invertible, the 
axis A, of a strong inversion ri of Ki is shown in Fig. 5. The quotient S3/ri is again the 
3-sphere, and the images 711 of Al and ??i of Ki form the theta-curve O(i, j, Ic) shown 
in Fig. 6, that is a graph with two vertices and three edges ei , e2 and es connecting the 
vertices, where Ri = ei and ~;II = e2 U e3. In Fig. 6, i, j and k denote the number of 
positive full twists. Note that the three constituent knots Ai = e2 U e3, & = el U e3 and 
& = ei Ue2 of the theta-curve f3(i, j, k) are all trivial, and that the preimages of the edges 
ei , e2 respectively es in the 2-fold branched coverings of S3 along zi, 22 respectively 
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Fig. 7 
2s are the three knots Kr = K(i,j, Ic), KZ = K(j, k,i) respectively K3 = K(k,i,j) in 
s3. 
We consider the double tetrahedron T in Fig. 7 where a number m at an edge denotes 
an angle of r/m. With these angles, T can be realized as a hyperbolic polyhedron in 
hyperbolic 3-space with three cusps, i.e., three of its vertices lie at infinity (see the list 
of hyperbolic cusped tetrahedra in [22]). We take the double of T along its boundary 
and obtain a complete hyperbolic 3-orbifold C?(T) of finite volume whose topological 
space is the 3-sphere minus three points and whose singular set is the l-skeleton of T, 
with branching order two associated to each of its edges. The horospheres at the three 
cusps of O(T) are euclidean 2-orbifolds which are 2-spheres with four branch points of 
order two. Note that the 3-orbifold (3(i, j, k) whose topological space is the 3-sphere and 
whose singular set is the theta-curve O(i, j, k), with branching order two associated to 
each of its three edges, is obtained by surgery on the three cusps of the orbifold C?(T), 
that is by gluing three rational tangles along the cusps. By Thurston’s hyperbolic surgery 
theorem (see [22,2], and also [7] for the orbifold version) we have the following: 
Proposition 6. For suficiently large values of Ii/, Ijl and Ikl the 3-orbifold CJ(i, j, k) 
is hyperbolic, and consequently the theta-curve O(i, j, k) and the knots KI! K2 and K3 
are r-hyperbolic. 
The class of theta-curves O(i, j, k) has been considered in [ 14, Examples 2 and 31; in 
particular, using a generalization of the Alexander polynomial, the following lemma is 
proved. 
Lemma 7. 
(a) There is a homeomorphism of S3 mapping O(i, j, k) to S(i', j’, k’) if and only if 
(i,j, k) is a permutation of (i’,j’, k’) or of (-i’, -j’, -k’). 
(b) Suppose that i, j and k are all different and that (i, j, k) is not of the form 
(1(1 - l)m, 1(1-t l)m, (1’ - l)m), 
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for integers 1, m with 1 even. Then the theta-curve O(i, j, k) has no nontrivial 
symmetries, and in particular the 3-orbifold O(i, j, k), tf it is hyperbolic, has not 
nontrivial isometries. 
If i, j and k are all different then the theta-curve 0(i, j: k) has no nontrivial symmetries 
except maybe an inversion. The additional number theoretical condition in Lemma 7(b) 
assures that it is also noninvertible (nonreversible); as remarked in [14] this is probably 
true also without that condition but it is not proved there. Now we come to the 
Proof of Theorem 4. We consider values of i, j and k such that the 3-orbifold O(i, j, k) 
is hyperbolic and such that i, j and k verify the hypotheses of Lemma 7(b). Then the 
three knots K1, K1 and K3 defined above are 7-r-hyperbolic and have the same 2-fold 
branched covering which is the (& x &)-covering of the theta-curve 19(i,j, k). We will 
show that the three knots are different. 
Suppose, for example, that KI and K2 are equivalent, i.e., that there exists a home- 
omorphism h of S3 mapping KI to Kz. By Mostow’s rigidity theorem, we can assume 
that h is an isometry of the 7r-hyperbolic structures. The knots KI and K2 are strongly 
invertible, with strong inversions ri and 72 which are isometries (the covering transfor- 
mations of the 2-fold branched coverings of Ai and 22). Then also 7; := huh-’ is a 
strong inversion of K1. If 7-1 and r[ are conjugate (by an isometry) we can assume that 
rl = hqh-' . Then h projects to a nontrivial isometry of the theta-curve 0(i, j, k) which 
is excluded by Lemma 7(b). 
If ri and r( are not conjugate then these two involutions generate a dihedral group of 
isometries of order 2m where m is even. This dihedral group has a central element of 
order two different from 71 which again projects to a nontrivial isometry of Q(i! j, k), in 
contradiction to Lemma 7. 
Finally we note that by the above argument (where KI and K2 are now obtained 
from different theta-curves) and Lemma 7(a) there exist infinitely many different triples 
of knots with the same 2-fold branched covering (alternatively, one may apply the next 
proposition). 
Let M = izl(i, j, k) be the 3-manifold which is the (& x &)-covering of the theta- 
curve 0(i,j, k) (and the 2-fold branched covering of the knots K1, K2 and K3). It 
follows from [ 18, Corollary] that M is a homology 3-sphere (which finishes the proof 
of Theorem 4). 
Remark. The knot K( 1, 1,l) is the (3,5)-torus knot. Its 2-fold branched covering 
A4( 1, 1, 1) is the Poincare homology 3-sphere (see [20]) which is Seifert fibered and 
spherical; in particular, also the 3-orbifold c3( 1, 1,l) is Seifert fibered and spherical (or 
equivalently, the theta-curve 0(1, 1, 1) is n-spherical). 
Proposition 8. Let i! j and k be integers which satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 7(b). 
Suppose that the 3-manifolds M = M(i, j, k) and M’ = M(i', j’, k’) are hyperbolic. 
Then M and M’ are homeomorphic (or equivalently, isometric) if and only if (i, j, k) is 
a permutation of (i’,j’, k’) or of (-i’, -j’, -k’). 
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Proof. Suppose that n/l and M are isometric, and let f : M 4 M’ be an isometry. 
Denote by C and C’ the covering groups, both isomorphic to Zz x &, which are subgroups 
of the finite isometry groups of 111 respectively Al’. Let S = S;G be the 2-Sylow 
subgroup of the isometry group G of 1\/1. By a conjugation, we may assume that C is 
contained in S (using one of the Sylow theorems). If C is not equal to S then by a 
standard result on p-groups the normalizer of C in S contains an element which is not 
in S. This element projects to a nontrivial isometry of tl(i, j, h-) (that is, of c?(i, j, k)) 
contradicting Lemma 7(b). Therefore C = S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G. Then also 
fC’f_’ is a 2-S 1 y ow subgroup of G. As any two 2-Sylow subgroups are conjugate we 
can assume that C = f C’f -‘. Now f projects to a homeomorphism of S’ mapping 
B(i. j, Ic) to O(i’, j’, k’) (or to an isometry from c3(i, j, k) to O(i’, j’, k’)). 
It follows that M and M’ are homeomorphic if and only if this is the case for Q(i, j, k) 
and H(i’, j’, V). Lemma 7(a) now finishes the proof of Proposition 8. 
Finally, we describe another method to construct 7r-hyperbolic knots with the property 
of Theorem 4. We will consider knots K with the following 
Property 9. The knot K is hyperbolic; its symmetry group is generated by two strong 
inversions (involutions) i and j which are not conjugate, so the symmetry group of K is 
a dihedral group ED, (of order 2m) where m is even. Let z be the involution which is 
the central element of this dihedral group. Then we suppose that z is a cyclic symmetry, 
i.e., has a circle of fixed points disjoint from the knot, and that the image of K in the 
quotient S3/2 2 S” is a trivial knot. 
Let iV = hl(K, l/n) be the homology 3-sphere obtained by l/n-surgery on K. We 
will consider only sufficiently large values of n such that M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold 
and moreover the central line K’ of the added solid torus is the unique shortest geodesic 
of A1 (see [22]). Then every isometry of M restricts to the complement M-K’ = S3 - K, 
and this induces an isomorphism between the isometry group of hf and the symmetry 
group of K (using that, by Gordon and Luecke, nontrivial surgery on a nontrivial knot 
never yields S3, so any homeomorphism of the complement of K maps a meridian to a 
meridian). 
The involutions i, j and z extend to involutions of M which we denote by the same 
symbols. By Mostow’s rigidity theorem, we can assume that these three involutions are 
hyperbolic isometries. The quotients of fi1 by the strong inversions i respectively j are 
obtained by surgery on 3-balls in S3 and thus are homeomorphic to the 3-sphere. Let KI 
(respectively K2) be the knots which are the images of the axes of i (respectively j) in 
these quotients, so M is the 2-fold branched covering of both K1 and K2. 
By Property 9, the quotient of hi’ by z is obtained by surgery on a trivial knot in S3. 
The result is again a homology 3-sphere and therefore it is S’. The image of the axis of 
z is a knot K3 which has M as its 2-fold branched covering. 
The knots Kl , K2 and K3 are all different: a homeomorphism of S3 mapping one to 
another would lift to the 2-fold branched covering Al inducing a conjugation of covering 
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involutions (by an isometry, as we may assume); but by the above, the three covering 
involutions are not conjugate in the isometry group ID, of M. 
There are many examples of knots K with Property 9, for example, all 2-bridge knots 
K(a, ,L?) which are not amphicheiral and not torus knots (or equivalently, ,02 is not 
congruent to -1 mod a). Also, the symmetry groups of most of the listed knots up to 
eleven crossings are of the type described in Property 9, see, e.g., [12]. 
Note (added for the revised version). Recently we learned that 2-fold branched cover- 
ings of a class of knots of type K(i, j, k) have also been investigated in a paper by 
M. Nakao and S. Kinoshita: triplets of knots whose two-fold branched coverings are 
homeomorphic (Kwansei Gakuin Univ. Annual Stud. 41 (Nishinomiya, Japan, 1992) 
(however, without considering the question of 7r-hyperbolicity of the knots). 
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